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So, you think you want a partner to manage all or part of 
your cafeteria and vending service? But, you aren't sure 
how to choose.

Choosing a food service provider that amplifies your brand, 
mission and values is the often overlooked, critical factor. 
Make no mistake, everything you do is interpreted as a 
reflection of your values to staff, customers and partners.

Food is love no matter where or how we serve it.
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Healthy and traditional choices
Recognizable brand names
Premium roasted coffee
State of the art vending equipment
Cashless payment options
Preventative maintenance
Experience of two companies working together

Good ideas begin with brainstorming. Great ideas begin 
with coffee.

We offer coffee service any way you like it, from large 
brewers to single-cup machines. You can choose from a 
wide selection of brands, roasts, and flavors. We'll supply 
your choice of creamers, sweeteners, cups, and stirrers.

You focus on your next big idea. Leave the coffee to us.

When a lunchroom isn’t cost effective, we’ve partnered 
with a progressive company that provides health driven 
and balanced vending solutions through innovative, high 
tech vending machines

Coffee

Vending

Food and drinks
Servers and bar staff
Tables and chairs
Linens, flowers, decorations
Tents, dance floors, sound systems... and more

Hosting a Lunch 'n Learn for prospective clients? 
Gathering your own team for a strategy session? 
Sending off retirees in style?
You can count on our experienced catering experts to 
plan a signature event that respects your budget, 
enhances your brand and gives your guests something 
to talk about. We have a menu for every event and 
palette. 

So, whether you are hosting a Hawaiian Luau themed 
company picnic or launching a brand expansion, we'll 
set you up to kick it up.

We celebrate people and food with a personal touch.

Creating a event to impress means taking care of 
every detail. From teacups to tents, and dishes to 
dance floors, we deal with all the details, including:

Professional Catering



Work place demands gradually deplete our psychological 
resources. Taking a break is a proven strategy to sustain 
concentration, boost energy and inspire creativity throughout 
the work day.

Companies that make food and beverages available 
demonstrate a heightened level of commitment to employee 
success at work.

We've known all along that the secret to breakthroughs is 
taking a break.

Efficiency researchers will tell you that cafe style 
environments inspire your cultural morale.

Creating a food friendly gathering spot to grab a bite 
discourages long lunches away from the office.

A cheerful change of location, ambient sound and food that 
replenishes are a recipe for renewed focus.

Give ‘Em A Break
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